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Abstract 

Songbird migrants use stopovers between flight bouts to rest and refuel for the 
upcoming flights. Behaviours affecting where, when and how long to stay at stopover 
sites will affect how successful the overall migration will be, which has significant 
consequences for the overall fitness and mortality of the birds. The main purpose of 
this work was to investigate stopover behaviours in free-flying migrants to understand 
the effects of intrinsic (age and body condition) and environmental (weather) factors 
on the behaviours that guide birds as they depart from migratory stopovers. I studied 
some of our most common migratory songbirds using an automated radiotelemetry 
system at the Falsterbo peninsula, Sweden. Our results show that stopover duration is 
affected by fuel load and weather conditions, and that they differ between the migratory 
seasons. Furthermore, timing of departures on nocturnal flights appears primarily 
determined by ecological factors, and are to a large degree affected by the lengths of the 
nights. Birds with larger fuel stores departed before lean individuals, indicating that 
they prepared for a longer flight. We found that reverse movements during migration 
are slower, take place at lower latitudes and later in the night than movements in the 
expected migratory direction, and are most common in juvenile or lean individuals. 
Route choice across the Baltic Sea after departure from Falsterbo is largely affected by 
wind directions. In cue conflict experiments between magnetic compass and celestial 
cues at sunset we found no recalibration of the magnetic compass. We suggest that 
access to stars during calibration is necessary for all compasses to be calibrated when 
the birds depart for a night’s flight. Comparisons between departure directions and 
directions of birds in climbing and level flight revealed that birds adjust their directions 
after take-off, once at cruising altitudes. Winds were the primary factor affecting flight 
duration for the first 50 km of flight after departure. Interestingly, cloud coverage 
affected flight duration negatively, while fuel load affected it positively. Collectively, 
this work shows how intrinsic and environmental factors modulate stopover behaviours 
in migratory songbirds, with essential implications on the birds’ migratory schedules. 
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Stopover behaviour in migratory 
songbirds 

The performance of millions and millions of birds travelling back and forth between 
their breeding and wintering grounds is to me, and has been to many people before me, 
astonishing. By migrating, birds become as well prepared as possible for the next 
breeding season, thereby increasing fitness. Bird migration is incredibly diverse. 
Different species or groups of birds use different strategies to accomplish a successful 
migration. Some move in flocks while others perform their migration solitarily, some 
fly during the day while others fly during the night. Most do not fly the entire way 
between their breeding and winter quarters in a single flight, but alternate flight periods 
with resting and refueling periods, usually referred to as stopover periods or just 
stopovers. To me, it is not the great daytime movements of large raptors, or the variety 
of species that make the show. Rather, it is the nocturnal movements of small migrants, 
often weighing just 10-15 g, which fascinates me most. Not only do they make it to 
their wintering grounds on the other side of the Earth, even the youngest, thus most 
inexperienced individuals, make it on their own.  

I think about migratory behaviour as a chain of behavioural responses to both intrinsic 
and environmental factors, which together will guide the bird on its migration. Since 
my research is focused on the behaviours connected to stopovers, I start with the 
question of how long a bird will stay at a stopover. I then continue with the behaviours 
involved in take-off, orientation and timing of the actual departure, followed by flight 
behaviours, once the bird is in the air. I end with the question of when and how birds 
terminate their flights, and where they stop, although these final questions are those 
that we cannot yet say much about, at least not for small songbirds. The main purpose 
of my work was to understand stopover behaviours in free-flying songbirds on 
migration, both to confirm the results from studies of caged birds, and to try to 
understand the importance of intrinsic and environmental factors on departure and 
flight behaviours.  
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The importance of stopover 
behaviour 

Songbird migrants use stopovers between flight bouts to rest and refuel for the 
upcoming flights (e.g. Schaub & Jenni, 2001). The migratory schedules of songbirds 
are to a high degree endogenously programmed, especially in first year migrants 
(Berthold, 1996), but the structure of the migration is expected to be modified by 
environmental factors (Jenni and Schaub, 2003a). It has been shown that birds not 
only spend more time (about 88%) on stopover than flight during migration (Alerstam 
& Lindström, 1990; Hedenström & Alerstam, 1997), but also that, overall, more 
energy is consumed at stopovers (Wikelski et al., 2003). It is estimated that 67% of the 
energy spent on migration is spent during stopovers (Hedenström and Alerstam, 1997). 
Behaviours affecting where, when and for how long a migrant should stay at stopover 
sites will affect how successful the overall migration will be (e.g. Newton, 2006), and 
consequently, the reproductive success of the coming years (e.g. Bauchinger et al., 
2008, 2009; fig. 1). Hence, behaving optimally during stopovers is expected to be under 
strong selection (Hedenström and Alerstam, 1997), especially since mortality is higher 
during stopover than during the actual flight (Wikelski et al., 2003; Newton, 2006). 
This increased mortality during stopovers makes stopover sites, in addition to the 
wintering and breeding sites, important from a conservation perspective.  

The knowledge about the general patterns of stopover behaviour, and how they relate 
to the prevailing conditions, is vague. There is a solid base of optimality theories for 
migration, predicting how birds should behave in order to perform the migration in 
either a safe way, or in a time- or energy minimizing way (e.g. Alerstam & Lindström, 
1990; Hedenström & Alerstam, 1997). However, experimental studies trying to 
elucidate these patterns in free-flying birds have often resulted in contradictory results 
(e.g. Dänhardt & Lindström, 2001; Schmaljohann & Dierschke, 2005). The problem 
with finding common patterns could be a result of highly individual strategies, but it 
can also be a reflection of the disparities between different study systems. With new 
techniques we now have the opportunity to circumvent at least some of these problems, 
which will hopefully result in a better understanding of the behaviours.  
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Figure 1. Decisions made by migrants on stopover sites are affected by intrinsic and environmental factors. 
These will have effects on the overall success of migration, the annual cycle and future reproductive success. 
Redrawn from Shamoun-Baranes, Bouten, & Van Loon (2010).  
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The aim and outline of this thesis 

The main purpose of my work was to investigate stopover behaviours in free-flying 
migrants and to understand the effects of intrinsic (age and body condition) and 
environmental (weather) factors on the behaviours that guide birds as they depart from 
migratory stopovers. The intention was both to test to what degree results from 
previous experiments on caged birds apply to free-flying migrants, and to gain a deeper 
understanding of the causes of variation in stopover behaviours. This thesis summarizes 
what we know about the different behaviours of birds before, during or immediately 
after departures from stopovers. It is divided into chapters relating to the different 
behaviours.  

The first two chapters of this introduction provide background information on why it 
is important to study stopover behaviours and on the methods that I have used, which 
includes a short introduction to the stopover site, Falsterbo, and the different species 
that I have studied. In chapter 3, I discuss stopover duration, i.e., how long birds stay 
at stopovers and which factors affect the duration of their stay. The results from paper 
I are summarized in this chapter. Chapter 4 describes the timing of departures on 
nocturnal flights and puts the results from paper II in context. In chapter 5, I briefly 
summarize the different cues that birds use for orientation and discuss the calibration 
of the different compasses. The chapter further deals with the causes for shifts in 
travelling direction and route choice. It summarizes the results from papers III-VI and 
puts them into perspective. Chapter 6 discusses duration and speed of migratory flights 
and puts the results from paper VI in context. Finally, chapter 7 gives concluding 
remarks and suggestions for future work. 
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In the individual papers included in this thesis, the following principal questions are 
addressed:  

Paper I. How does the general pattern of stopover duration in Falsterbo compare to 
that at other stopover sites in other types of habitats and topographical locations? Are 
there any differences between species (song thrushes, robins, willow warblers, garden 
warblers and blue tits), birds of different ages (juveniles/adults), or migratory seasons 
(autumn/spring)? Which weather conditions distinguish departure days from non-
departure days? 

 

Paper II. Is the timing of nocturnal departures in passerines determined by ecological 
factors or by celestial orientation cues? How do passerine migrants time their nocturnal 
departures? Are there differences in timing between the migratory seasons (autumn and 
spring) and between different species of long- and medium-distance migrants? Do 
intrinsic (age, fuel store, departure direction) and environmental factors (wind strength 
and direction) cause variation in the departure timing of the migratory passerines?  

 

Paper III. In which way do passerine migrants calibrate their different compass cues in 
order to get consistent directions out of them? 

 

Paper IV. Which factors make birds reverse their flights? Which internal factors (age 
and fuel load) affect the probability of a passerine to continue on forward or reverse 
migration? Is it determined by environmental factors such as weather variables? Which 
flight behaviours characterize reverse migration? 

 

Paper V. Do birds determine travelling direction already before departure or do they 
adjust their heading direction also after take-off? 

 

Paper VI. Which individual characteristics (species, age, fuel reserves) determine the 
likelihood of migratory passerines to perform a trans-barrier flight across the Baltic Sea 
instead of taking a detour around the Baltic Sea? Are there differences in behaviour 
(departure timing and directions) and/or the prevailing environmental conditions 
(wind direction, wind speed, cloud cover, visibility, time of season) between birds that 
cross and birds that do not cross the Baltic Sea? What determines the flight duration of 
a departure flight (first 50 km of flight) – does it vary because of species-specific traits, 
individual characteristics (age, fuel reserves), behaviour (departure orientation) or 
environmental conditions (winds and weather)? 
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Methods 

Falsterbo 

Located at the southwestern tip of Sweden, Falsterbo peninsula is probably the point 
of the Scandinavian Peninsula where the largest number of birds concentrate on their 
way south during autumn migration (fig 2). Birds are channeled here when trying to 
avoid flying over open water. The intense diurnal migration of raptors in the area is a 
much visited spectacle for birdwatchers. Falsterbo is only a small peninsula, about 10 
km long and to a large extent surrounded by water, with two small villages, sandy 
beaches, and grassy and shrubby habitats in between the urbanized areas. A contrasting 
effect of the geographical location, that causes the heavy migration during autumns, is 
that the peninsula is not as strategic on northward migrations, hence spring migration 
is much more scattered than autumn movements. Furthermore, Falsterbo is not 
expected to be a high quality stopover habitat, especially not during autumn, when 
large numbers of birds gather in the area. Coastlines are in many cases poor stopover 
habitats, and the large number of birds leads to high competition and high predation 
risk (Alerstam, 1978; Woodworth, Francis, & Taylor, 2014). Radio telemetry is ideally 
suited for following avian migrants during stopover in this area, since the peninsula has 
a flat topography, is fairly small and well-defined by the surrounding water.  

Bird migration has been thoroughly investigated on the peninsula since the 1940s, with 
hundreds of scientific publications produced with data from the area. Falsterbo Bird 
Observatory  (55°38’N, 12°82’E) has been running since 1955, and from ringing and 
bird migration counts, we have today a good understanding of the patterns of 
migration, species composition, phenology and conditions of birds passing the area 
(Karlsson, 2009). There is also a weather station at the location of Falsterbo Bird 
Observatory, with weather data being collected every third hour by the Swedish 
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI).  
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Study Species 

I have focused my studies on a few of the most common passerine species migrating 
from Sweden during autumn migration and returning during the spring. The different 
species are selected because they are regularly caught in the standardized ringing 
programme at Falsterbo Bird Observatory and because they have different migratory 
strategies. I have mainly focused on nocturnal solitarily flying species, but I have also 
included the flocking diurnal blue tit, Cyanistes caeruleus, for comparisons of stopover 
duration. The species are among the most studied migratory passerine species within 
the Palaeartic-African migratory flyway, which facilitates comparisons to other studies.  

I have studied two medium-distance migrants, European robins, Erithacus rubecula 
(hereafter “robin”), and song thrushes, Turdus philomelos. Both species occur 
throughout most of the Western Palaeartic, with the breeding populations of 
Scandinavia migrating to winter in southwestern Europe (Cramp, 1988). The robin is 
considerably smaller and weighs about 15-20 g compared to the song thrush that 
weighs about 60-80 g. In order to enable comparisons with long-distance migrants, I 
also studied willow warblers, Phylloscopus trochilus, and garden warblers, Sylvia borin. 
They too breed throughout the Western Palaeartic, but migrate longer distances and 
spend the winter in tropical Africa south of the Sahel region (Cramp, 1992). Willow 
warblers are small warblers of about 7-11 g, whereas garden warblers are medium sized 
warblers of about 17-20 g. As mentioned above, blue tits were included in order to 
enable comparisons with a diurnal migrant. Blue tits are small (10-12 g) partial 
migrants; some individuals stay in their breeding range in the Western Palaeartic 
throughout the year, while others migrate short distances during the winter (Ulfstrand, 
1962; Nilsson, et al., 2006). Ringing recoveries show that all species migrate in 
southwesterly directions from southern Sweden in autumn (Fransson and Karlsson-
Hall, 2008). 

The radiotelemetry system 

All studies in this thesis are performed using an automated radiotelemetry system that 
was installed at the Falsterbo peninsula in 2009 (fig. 2). The automatic receiver system 
consists of three terrestrial stations at Falsterbo, and one offshore station at the research 
platform FINO 2 (installed in 2011). The stations at Falsterbo are located along the 
coastline running northeast – southwest, approx. 2.9 km apart from each other. They 
are mounted 1) on top of a 25 m high lighthouse surrounded by a golf course, 2) on 
top of a 43 m high water tower in a village on the peninsula, and 3) 5 m above ground 
on the roof of a farm building in an area with grass/shrubby habitat and sandy beaches. 
The offshore receiver station at FINO 2 is located 47 km southeast of  
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From upper left: garden warbler, European robin, willow warbler, song thrush and blue tit 
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Falsterbo, approximately 60 m above sea level. A sea crossing flight to Germany via 
FINO 2 is associated with a distance over sea of at least 80 km in a southeasterly 
direction from Falsterbo. A sea crossing flight in a southwesterly direction from 
Falsterbo towards Denmark is associated with a distance over sea of 23-50 km. Each 
telemetry station is equipped with a radiotelemetry receiver (SRX600; Lotek Wireless, 
Newmarket ON, Canada) with two to five antennas. 

The receivers continuously scanned for radio signals from the transmitters that were 
attached to the feathers of the back of the birds. The radio transmitters were small, 0.35 
– 0.67 g (0.35g transmitters for all species and field seasons except song thrushes that 
were equipped with 0.67g transmitters during 2010 and 2011) and ID-coded, which 
made it possible to release several birds at the same time. The transmitters sent out a 
signal every third second and had a life-span of up to 25 days.  

The system provided high resolution data on when and how the birds depart from the 
peninsula. The last received signal gives the timing of the departure and a circular mean 
of the signal strengths received by the different antennas at a station gives the vanishing 
bearings (cf. paper V). Furthermore, from the departure times from Falsterbo and the 
timing of the first signal at the offshore station at FINO 2, we could calculate the flight 
durations for the first 47 km of the flight of those birds that took this route after 
departure. All birds were caught using mist nets as a part of the standardized ringing 
programme at Falsterbo Bird Observatory. Prior to attaching the radio transmitter, I 
determined the age of each bird on the basis of plumage characteristics, its wing length 
measured to the closest mm, body mass to the closest 0.1 g with a Pesola spring balance, 
and fat stores on a 0-9 visual scale (based on Pettersson and Hasselquist 1985, but 
adapted for Falsterbo Bird Observatory and extended with fat classes 7-9). The birds 
were either released with radio transmitters directly after ringing, or they were first 
experimentally manipulated (paper III) and then released with radio transmitters to 
examine how the treatment affected their free-flying behaviours.  

Radar 

During 2009-2012 a customized x-band tracking radar (200 kW peak power, 0.25 μs 
pulse duration, 504 Hz pulse repetition frequency, 1.5° pencil beam width) was placed 
in Falsterbo. The radar was manually operated, and tracked one bird, the target, at a 
time. The wing beat frequency can be detected since the echo back to the radar gets 
modulated when the birds flap their wings. This is used to identify flight mode, and 
thereby to identify passerines using bounding flight (a flight pattern distinctive of small 
and medium-sized passerines). On selected nights without precipitation, the radar was 
operated from sunset until a few hours after midnight. Data from the radar gives the 
groundspeed and the track direction vector, which  
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Figure 2. Maps showing (a) the location of Falsterbo in Scandinavia (black star), (b) the locations of the 
radiotelemetry receiver stations at Falsterbo peninsula (1: the Falsterbo light house, 2: the water tower, 3: 
the farm) and (c) the location of the offshore radiotelemetry receiver station at FINO 2 (white star) in 
relation to Falsterbo (black star). The arrow shows the direct flight route from Falsterbo to FINO 2.  
Adapted from Sjöberg et al., 2015. 

together with the wind speed and wind direction vector, enables calculation of airspeed 
and heading. I used data from the radar in paper IV and V to compare departure 
behaviours recorded by radiotelemetry with flight behaviours recorded by radar. 

Ringing recoveries 

Migratory birds have been ringed at the Falsterbo peninsula since 1947, and a 
standardized ringing programme has been run by the bird observatory since 1980. In 
paper IV, I used short-term (within 10 days) ringing recoveries from birds ringed at the 
bird observatory, and compared these with data from the radiotelemetry system and 
radar to investigate how intrinsic and environmental factors have an effect on whether 
or not birds reverse their flight direction. 

200 km
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5 km
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Cue-conflict experiments 

Birds are known to use a number of compasses to determine a migratory direction (Box 
1). For the different compasses to make sense, and to refer to the same direction, a bird 
should calibrate them against each other before and during migration (Able & Able, 
1999; Bingman, 1983; Muheim & Åkesson, 2002; Muheim, et al., 2006a; Wiltschko, 
et al., 1998). The calibration of the compasses during migration is thought to take place 
during the sunset and sunrise hours. To understand the hierarchy of these compasses, 
and the way they are calibrated with each other, I exposed birds to a cue-conflict where 
the natural relationship between the cues was artificially manipulated (paper III). I 
exposed garden warblers to an artificially deflected magnetic field, while at the same 
time the birds had a full view of the celestial cues associated with a natural sunset. The 
deflected magnetic field was generated by a magnetic coil system that allows the 
horizontal component of the magnetic field to be shifted within the coil. I used a 80 × 
80 cm magnetic coil system powered by a 12-V car battery to shift the horizontal 
component of the magnetic field by 90 degrees (for details see Sandberg, et al., 1988). 
After exposure to this cue-conflict from 30 min before until 30 min after sunset, the 
birds were equipped with radio transmitters and released. The vanishing bearings of the 
birds exposed to the cue-conflict were compared to the vanishing bearings of birds 
exposed only to the natural ambient magnetic field in order to see whether or not the 
birds had calibrated the compasses. 
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Stopover duration 

Passerine migrants have been found to stay at regular stopovers for 1-15 days, but have 
longer stopovers (up to 20 - 25 days) before longer flights across ecological barriers 
(reviewed in Chernetsov, 2012). The pattern of stopover durations in Falsterbo (paper 
I) did, contrary to our expectations, not show any pronounced differences from other 
stopover sites in northern Europe. The different species we investigated had estimated 
mean stopover durations between 2.5 – 15.4 days (fig. 3). We had expected shorter 
stopover durations in the area since the peninsula is exposed during bad weather, has 
high expected predation and competition rates and thus was predicted to be a low-
quality stopover site. The migratory schedule of passerines, with longer periods of 
stopover alternating with several successive nights of flights (Fransson, 1995; 
Bolshakov, et al., 2003; Bolshakov & Bulyuk, 2003; Hall-Karlsson & Fransson, 2008), 
entails that some birds, when landing after a night’s flight, will only stay at the 
landing/stopover site for one day and continue on migration the next night (referred to 
as ‘transients’ or ‘flyers’), while other individuals will stay in the area for a longer time 
(referred to as ‘non-transients’ or ‘feeders’) (Rappole and Warner, 1976). It is unclear 
whether this pattern is predefined already before arrival at a stopover, or whether 
internal and environmental factors at the stopover site determine whether the bird will 
continue or stay (Jenni and Schaub, 2003). A relatively high proportion of transients 
were observed in Falsterbo (paper I, fig. 3). There are only a few studies that have 
investigated the proportion of transients (e.g. Chernetsov, Bulyuk, & Ktitorov, 2007; 
Schaub, Jenni, & Bairlein, 2008; Chernetsov, 2010), generally, the proportion of 
transients was very similar to those measured in Falsterbo. However, we identified 
transients in almost all species (except the diurnal blue tit) and during both seasons, 
while most other studies found transients only some cases (Chernetsov et al., 2007). 
The large number of transients might be an effect of the poor quality of Falsterbo as a 
stopover site. Possibly, the birds that could have stayed to fuel for a number of days 
moved inland to fuel, instead of staying in this relatively harsh environment (e.g. 
Alerstam, 1978; Schmaljohann & Naef-Daenzer, 2011). This could be reflected in the 
higher proportion of reverse migration in Falsterbo when compared to an inland site 
(Åkesson, 1999). 
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Figure 3. Stopover duration in the different species during autumn and spring migration. Boxes indicate 
median and the upper and lower quartiles, whiskers indicates SD and outliers are marked as circles. The 
figure is a descriptive illustration of the spread in the data and does not take the recontact (recapture) 
probability into account; the given proportions of transients are from the model with an age-related term 
separating transients from non-transients. If the proportion of transients is given in brackets the transient 
model was not significantly better than the model with constant survival probability. See paper I for further 
details.  

Different species and populations with different migratory strategies (long-/medium-
distance migrants) are expected to behave differently at stopovers. Speed of migration 
is expected to increase with migratory distance (Alerstam & Lindström, 1990; Ellegren, 
1993; Hildén & Saurola, 1982), which could be expected to translate to shorter 
durations in long-distance migrants. Furthermore, differences in habitat and food 
preferences have been observed to affect stopover times, probably due to differences in 
fuel deposition rate (Schaub & Jenni, 2001b). At Falsterbo we did not observe any clear 
differences in stopover duration between the species with different strategies (paper I). 
However, we observed higher proportions of transients in the long-distance migratory 
species, indicating a higher overall speed of migration.  

Fuel deposition rate and stopover duration 

How long birds should stay on stopover depends, according to optimal migration 
theory, on how fast they can deposit energy for the upcoming flight in a safe way. Fuel 
deposition rate (FDR) depends on site quality (food abundance; Lindström, 1991), 
physiological constraints (if food is abundant, there is an upper limit for how much fat 
a bird can deposit; Lindström, 1991), competition for food with other individuals 
(Moore & Yong, 1991), predation risk (Schmaljohann and Dierschke, 2005) and the 
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prevailing weather conditions (Lindström, 2003). Furthermore, it is never 
advantageous for birds to stay on a site, if they do not gain fat (Lindström and Alerstam, 
1992). There is a substantial amount of evidence that lean birds often stay longer at 
stopover sites than birds with larger fuel reserves (e.g. Biebach, Friedrich, & Heine, 
1986; Moore & Kerlinger, 1987; Stach, et al., 2015), which stresses the importance of 
fuel stores on stopover duration. As expected, fat score at release affected the probability 
of birds to leave Falsterbo (paper I), with lean robins and willow warblers staying longer 
than individuals with larger fuel stores. In a study at 54 different stopover sites using a 
capture-recapture method on a variety of passerine migrants, Schaub et al. (2008) 
found that birds with an intermediate FDR were the last to depart from the sites. This 
is in agreement with the idea that birds with a low or even negative FDR should leave 
the area to find another site, and that birds with a very high FDR have the possibility 
to continue migration quickly since they have gained enough energy. Schmaljohann 
and Dierschke (2005) showed in a field study with northern wheatears, Oenanthe 
oenanthe, that departure fuel load was positively correlated with FDR. However, they 
also observed that predation pressure (number of over-flying raptors) affected FDR 
negatively and pointed out that the risk to be predated possibly affected timing of 
departure. 

In front of a barrier 

When facing larger ecological barriers, for example the Sahara desert, birds need to 
deposit extra large fuel reserves and, as a consequence, stopover duration increases. The 
crossing of the Baltic Sea during southward migration from Falsterbo is covered by one 
regular night of flight (a flight of at least 23-80 km over open water), thus birds are not 
expected to prolong their stopover in the area. In a radio telemetry study on juvenile 
garden warblers in southern Greece, birds stayed at the stopover site for more than two 
weeks during autumn migration, increasing their body mass by more than 100% by 
foraging on fig fruits (Fransson, Barboutis, Mellroth, & Akriotis, 2008). It is not fully 
understood what triggers this fueling and the extended stopovers before a barrier 
crossing in inexperienced, juvenile birds, but both the endogenous circannual cycle of 
the birds (Berthold, 1996) and external spatial cues (Jenni & Schaub, 2003; Alerstam, 
2006; Fransson et al., 2008) are thought to be involved. The trigger of fuelling has been 
studied in a series of experimental studies exposing passerines to a simulated migration 
along their natural route with artificial magnetic fields. Juvenile thrush nightingales, 
Luscina luscina, exposed to a simulated migration from Sweden to Egypt significantly 
increased their fat deposition compared to birds exposed to the ambient magnetic field 
of Sweden (Fransson et al., 2001; Kullberg, et al., 2003; Henshaw et al., 2008). In a 
follow-up study, the authors found a reduction in adrenocortical response in the 
experimental nightingales compared to the control birds (Henshaw et al., 2009). 
Corticosterone is thought to be involved in fuelling during migration (Landys et al., 
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2004). The adrenocortical response is discussed by Henshaw et al. (2009) to be part of 
the reason for the extensive fuelling also in juvenile birds facing an ecological barrier.  

Seasonal differences 

The conditions for migration differ between spring and autumn, because of the birds’ 
annual routine (with breeding in summer), and there are indications that this affects 
the disposition of the journey. Studies have shown that birds often migrate faster in 
spring, and one of the main reasons for a faster spring migration seems to be less time 
spent on stopover (reviewed in Nilsson, et al., 2013). The underlying cause for shorter 
stopovers during spring is not fully understood and may be linked to several different 
factors. Factors suggested to explain the seasonal differences in stopover duration 
include longer days for feeding (Bauchinger and Klaassen, 2005), more extensive pre-
migratory fuelling during spring, seasonal differences in feeding intensity and 
behaviour, and stopover time used for other activities than fuel deposition (Nilsson et 
al., 2013). To reach the northern latitudes during spring migration, it might be 
beneficial to overload fuel at the beginning of the journey in order to avoid the risk of 
ending up on a stopover site without any food, which could be expected because of the 
late progress of spring (Alerstam & Hedenström, 1998). It might also be favorable 
during spring migration to stay a little bit longer and overload on fuel on the last 
stopover site in order to arrive at the breeding grounds with extra energy to fight for 
territories (Sandberg & Moore, 1996), and to have surplus energy for breeding 
(Klaassen et al., 2006). In line with previous studies, we found shorter stopover 
durations during spring compared to autumn migration in all species expect willow 
warblers (paper I). Furthermore, we observed a higher proportion of transients during 
spring, indicating an overall increase of migration speed. 

Sex- and age-dependent differences in stopover 
behavior 

Stopover behaviour differs depending on the birds’ migratory strategy (distance) and 
between different species, but there is also evidence for variations within species. When 
large numbers of migrants with the same food requirements congregate at a stopover 
site, competition for food will mean that subordinate individuals will get less food. 
Consequently, subordinate individuals will experience a decrease in FDR, potentially 
prolonging their stopover, which will lead to a lower overall speed of migration (Moore 
& Yong, 1991; Kelly, et al., 2002). Juveniles have been shown to be socially subordinate 
to adults (Gauthreaux, 1978), and they are also observed to be less efficient foragers 
(Gochfeld and Burger, 1984). This pattern is reflected in some studies of age-dependent 
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differences in passerines during autumn migration where juveniles carried less fat than 
adults and performed longer stopovers (Ellegren, 1991; Woodrey and Moore, 1997; 
Yong et al., 1998), perhaps as a result of a lower FDR. Adult bluethroats, Luscinia 
svecica, studied on a stopover site in eastern Sweden by capture recapture methods, were 
observed to stay for shorter periods than juveniles (Ellegren, 1991). In addition, the 
adult bluethroats had a higher fat load at the first capture, while the juveniles even lost 
mass in a higher proportion during the first day. In our studies at Falsterbo, we did not 
find an age-related effect on stopover duration (paper I) and can therefore not support 
these findings.  

Age-dependent differences are typically observed during autumn migration. Since 
juveniles are expected to gain experience during their first autumn and winter, and are 
no longer naïve during their first spring migration, sex-dependent competition have 
been suggested to be more apparent than age-related differences during spring 
migration (Yong et al., 1998). Sex-dependent differences have been observed in a 
number of species during spring migration, usually discussed in view of differences in 
selection for overall migratory speed. A number of studies show that males return to 
their breeding grounds before females (Newton, 2008), but few studies directly 
investigating sex-dependent competition en route. Male Wilson’s warblers, Cardellina 
pusilla, have been observed to have higher FDRs than females during spring migration 
(Yong et al., 1998). In addition, male Greenland wheatears, Oenanthe oenanthe 
leucorhoa, were shown to use a time minimizing strategy during spring migration with 
a FDR positively correlated with departure fuel load, whereas females did not show 
such a pattern, indicating instead an energy minimizing strategy (Dierschke et al., 
2004). These studies do not directly demonstrate sex-dependent competition, but they 
may result from this kind of competition and/or differences in the general strategy 
between the sexes. However, it has been observed that female pied flycatchers are 
subordinate to males in a simulated foraging situation during spring migration (Moore, 
et al., 2003), which would result in more time-consuming foraging and potentially 
increased stopover durations for females. Hence, sex-dependent competition en route, 
with the dominant sex getting most of the resources, may be an additional reason for 
differential timing of migration between the sexes, other than just the fact that males 
are more eager to get back early to maximize mating opportunities (Kokko et al., 2006).  

Weather influences on stopover duration 

The structure of the migration is expected to be modified by environmental factors 
(Jenni and Schaub, 2003), and the initiation of nocturnal flights has been shown to 
depend strongly on prevailing weather conditions (Richardson, 1978; Richardson, 
1990). Unfavourable flight conditions with precipitation and strong opposing winds 
have been shown to delay departure from a stopover site, and consequently prolong the 
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stopover duration (Åkesson, et al., 2002; Schaub, 2004; Morganti et al., 2011; Bulyuk 
& Tsvey, 2013). Robins have been observed to delay initiating flight during strong 
winds, irrespective of direction, when departing from Switzerland during autumn 
(Schaub, 2004). Moreover, the emigration ratio of migrating robins departing from a 
small Danish island was not correlated to wind direction (Rabøl 1978). Both findings 
indicate that wind speed, rather than directions, is the primary wind component 
affecting departures on nocturnal flights. Supporting these studies, we observed 
decreased departure probabilities in song thrushes leaving Falsterbo during spring when 
strong winds prevailed at sunset, but less pronounced effects of wind direction (paper 
I).  

However, there is substantial evidence that birds prefer to initiate flights in tailwind 
conditions (e.g. Åkesson & Hedenström, 2000; Åkesson et al., 2002). The effect of 
opposing winds cannot be expected to be negligible (especially so during strong winds), 
even though we found no support for this. In addition to wind speed, robins departing 
from stopover in Switzerland were observed to be sensitive to precipitation (Schaub, 
2004), similar to reed warblers departing from Sweden (Åkesson, et al., 2001) and black 
redstarts, Phoenicurus ochruros, departing from Italy (Morganti et al., 2011). We 
observed negative effects of rain and overcast weather on the probability to leave 
Falsterbo in garden warblers during spring and in blue tits during autumn migration 
(paper I). This pattern is further supported by an earlier study of blue tit migration in 
Falsterbo where blue tits were observed to be more sensitive to overcast weather and 
precipitation compared to other partial migrants (Nilsson, et al., 2006).  
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Timing of departures on nocturnal 
flights 

Many migratory passerine species, that are normally diurnal, migrate during the night. 
The reason for nocturnal migration is not completely understood, but the behaviour 
can be adaptive for several reasons. By migrating during nights, birds make use of less 
turbulent wind conditions associated with night conditions, leave more time for 
foraging during the day, and avoid predators that to a large extent are diurnal (Kerlinger 
& Moore, 1989; Alerstam, 2009). Hence, nocturnal migration not only saves energy 
and time, but also reduces the predation risk (Newton, 2008). The timing of nocturnal 
flights has been suggested to be related to the different scales of movements, with true 
migratory departures taking place in the period after sunset, while local scale 
movements for better feeding are observed to be scattered throughout the night and 
take place during the day (Mills et al., 2011). 

Nocturnal migrants have for a long time been considered to depart on migration shortly 
after sunset, with a peak in intensity 1-4 hrs after local sunset (for references see Moore, 
1987). However, several recent studies, including paper II & VI, have observed 
migratory departures that occur also much later, well into the night (Åkesson, et al., 
1996a, 2001; Bulyuk & Tsvey, 2006; Bolshakov et al., 2007; Schmaljohann et al., 
2013). Hence, the departure of migrants does not seem as finely tuned to the hours 
after sunset as previously thought. Regulating the flight period by delaying departure 
could be advantageous, if birds prefer to cease flight and arrive at a new stopover during 
morning twilight in order to be able to use visual cues to find a suitable habitat. 

The focus of the relatively few studies of departure times in nocturnal migrants has 
often been to relate departure timing to sun elevation and the availability of orientation 
cues. There are a few indications that migrating passerines prefer to depart during or 
shortly after the nautical twilight period, possibly because of the availability of different 
orientation cues (both stars and polarized light are available during the nautical twilight 
period, but not thereafter; Åkesson, et al., 2001; Bolshakov & Chernetsov, 2004; 
Bolshakov et al., 2007; Schmaljohann et al., 2011;). Methodological difficulties to 
study nocturnal timing are probably the cause of the relatively few studies on timing of 
departures and the low samples often used in these studies. The development of 
radiotelemetry has now made it possible to follow specific individuals and to obtain 
larger samples. We observed (paper II) a high degree  
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Figure 4. Timing of departures of garden warblers, willow warblers, song thrushes and robins at Falsterbo, 
Sweden, as recorded by automated radio telemetry. Circular diagrams (a)-(h) show departure timing for 
each species and season during the 24 h of day/night with 00hrs CET = 0⁰ and 12hrs CET = 180⁰. Each 
symbol outside the circle refers to the departure time of an individual. Mean vectors (arrows) with length 
proportional to the mean vector length show the mean timing with 95% angular confidence intervals 
indicated by the dotted lines. Shaded sectors refer to the night (between mean times of sunset and sunrise) 
with the range of variation in sunset and sunrise times indicated by hatched sectors. Mean departure time 
(±SE) in relation to sunset for each species and season are plotted in relation to average night duration (i), 
and mean sun elevation at departure (±SE ,degrees below horizon) are plotted in relation to night duration 
(j). Data in (i) are restricted to the period 17-07 CET, data in (j) are restricted to the period 17-00 CET. 
See paper II for further details. 
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of variability in departure timing in relation to sunset and sun elevation when birds left 
Falsterbo during both spring and autumn migrations (fig. 4). Contrary to earlier 
suggestions about the importance of celestial orientation cues, our results instead 
suggest adaptive responses to ecological factors (migratory season, night duration) as 
the primary determinants for timing of migratory flights. 

Robins have previously been observed to depart earlier in relation to sunset during 
spring than during autumn at the Courish spit (Bolshakov et al., 2007), similar to the 
pattern we observed in Falsterbo. These results suggest that the flight period is adjusted 
to compensate for the shorter nights associated with spring migration, to avoid reducing 
the nocturnal flight period to the same extent as the night becomes shorter (cf. 
Bauchinger & Klaassen, 2005). The duration of night seems to be an important 
ecological factor that drives not only large parts of the timing differences between 
seasons, but also between different species migrating at different times. Earlier 
observations of departures of different species of migrating passerines have indicated 
differences in departure timing related to migratory strategy (long- vs. short-distance 
migration; Bolshakov & Bulyuk, 2001), which by extension is related to night 
duration, since long- and short-distance migrants fly at different times during the 
seasons. However, even though night duration seems to explain a large part of the 
variation, we observed differences associated with season and species that remain even 
after the effect of night duration has been taken into account. Possibly, the early 
departures during spring may to some degree also be caused by an urge for higher 
migration speed in spring compared to autumn (Nilsson et al. 2013).  

Additionally, there are studies indicating that timing of nocturnal flights might to some 
degree be individual and governed by the individual’s internal clock. The result of one 
track of a migratory Swainson’s thrush, Catharus ustulatus, followed by radio telemetry 
revealed departure in a very narrow time frame (9-13 minutes after civil twilight) on 
seven consecutive nights (Cochran, 1987). This observation, together with the fixed 
time of flight activity observed in captive common redstarts, Phoenicurus phoenicurus, 
(Coppack, et al., 2008), supports the idea that individual time schedules are ruled by 
each birds’ endogenous program. 

The energetic hypotheses 

The cause of variation in departure timing is also suggested to relate to energetic 
condition (Moore & Aborn, 1996), with lean birds departing later than birds with 
larger amounts of stored fat, since their energetic reserves will only last for a shorter 
flight. This pattern has previously been observed in Northern wheatears that departed 
earlier and in directions indicating longer flights over open sea when departing from 
stopover at Helgoland, Germany, with higher amounts of stored fuel compared to lean 
individuals (Schmaljohann and Naef-Daenzer, 2011). Similarly, Swainson’s thrushes 
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with large fuel stores departed shortly after sunset and in directions leading to a crossing 
of the Gulf of Mexico, while departures recorded later in the night corresponded to 
leaner individuals moving back inland (Smolinsky et al., 2013). This pattern is further 
supported by our observations at Falsterbo where robins, song thrushes, willow warblers 
and garden warblers with larger fat deposits depart before individuals with smaller fuel 
stores (paper II). In addition, birds that took a longer flight across the Baltic Sea than 
necessary, and passed the offshore receiver station at FINO 2, departed more 
concentrated in time just after sunset, compared to birds that departed on other routes 
from Falsterbo (paper VI). More studies of flight durations and landing times are 
needed in order to confirm that these adjustments in timing of departures on nocturnal 
flights relative to stored fuel correspond to the upcoming flight range.  

Variation in departure timing caused by weather 
conditions 

Birds have not only been observed to postpone departures to wait for more favourable 
weather conditions (see above), but also to delay departures within the night when the 
prevailing winds at sunset are unfavourable. The delay of departure under poor flight 
conditions may be adaptive for at least two reasons: first, since conditions may have 
improved when birds depart later in the night, and second, flight duration will be 
reduced on nights with unfavourable winds. We found that the birds in Falsterbo 
delayed their departure when wind conditions during sunset were not optimal, with 
opposing winds and high wind speeds (paper II). Additionally, Swainson’s and Hermit 
thrushes, Catharus ustulatus & guttatus, have been observed to depart on migratory 
flights from stopover on Lake Erie, Ontario, Canada, earlier after sunset under 
favourable wind conditions, but scattered throughout the night under unfavourable 
conditions (Mills et al., 2011). Moreover, clouds and visibility have been discussed to 
affect timing of departure, either since the availability of orientation cues around sunset 
deteriorates, or as a direct effect on flight conditions, when visibility decreases. 
European reed warblers, Acrocephalus scirpaceus, departing from Falsterbo initiated 
migratory flights later during the nights when the cloud cover was reduced after sunset 
and celestial cues became visible (Åkesson et al., 2001). Contrary to this observation, 
neither we nor several studies on robins at the Courish Spit (Bulyuk & Tsvey, 2006; 
Bolshakov et al., 2007; Bulyuk, 2012) found any support for departure timing being 
related to cloudiness. Birds are shown to be sensitive to changes in air pressure (e.g. 
Åkesson et al., 2002; Dänhardt & Lindström, 2001; Bulyuk, 2012) and might use this 
to anticipate changing weather conditions.  
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Orientation & route choice  

Birds are known to use multiple cues to determine and keep their migratory direction 
(reviewed in Wiltschko & Wiltschko, 2003). Juvenile inexperienced individuals on 
their first migration are expected to orient according to their inherited vector 
programme (Gwinner & Wiltschko, 1978), whereas experienced adults may make use 
of their knowledge about the goal area and orient by true/goal navigation. This 
difference is observed in a number of displacement studies where adults are capable of 
correcting for displacements while juveniles keep their original directions (e.g. Perdeck, 
1958; Thorup et al., 2007; Chernetsov et al, 2008). The different compasses include a 
magnetic compass (Wiltschko & Wiltschko, 1972; Wiltschko & Wiltschko, 1995); star 
compass (Emlen, 1970; Emlen, 1975) and a sun/polarized skylight compass (Able, 
1982; Moore, 1982, 1987; Schmidt-Koenig, 1990; c.f. textbox). 
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The star compass. As a result of the Earths' rotation around its axis, the starry sky is

experienced to rotate, with the center of rotation indicating directions towards the

geographic poles. In the northern hemisphere, the polar star is at the center of the

rotation, thus providing a true reference towards north. By observing the pattern of the

rotation of the starry sky around the polar star as nestlings, birds are able to use the

position of stars to determine geographical directions (Sauer 1975; Emlen, 1970,

1975).

The sun compass.The sun compass is a time-compensated compass mechanism which

depends on both the sun's azimuth and the circadian clock of the birds. By combining

these two components, birds are able to determine an accurate orientation direction

(Moore, 1982, 1987; Schmidt-Koenig, 1990).

Skylight polarization. Sunlight gets polarized when it passes through the

atmosphere, and a band of maximal polarization is formed perpendicular to the

sun's azimuth (also called e-vector) (Brines & Gould, 1982). The e-vector of

polarized light has been suggested to provide directional information (Moore,

1986, 1987). Birds have been shown to be sensitive to the e-vector orientation in

behavioural experiments (Able, 1982), and it has been suggested as the primary

reference cue that birds use to calibrate their compasses (e.g. Muheim, et al.,

2006a,b). It is unclear, however, whether polarized light acts as a compass on its own

or whether it is used to calculate the position of the sun, when the sun itself is

hidden(Muheim, 2011).

The magnetic compass. The Earth's magnetic field is a dipole field generated by

movements in the Earth's outer core. Migratory birds use the inclination of the field,

not the polarity, which provides them with directional information towards the equator

and the poles(Wiltschko & Wiltschko, 1972, 1995)The magnetic inclination compass

is known to be light-dependent (Wiltschko, et al., 1993, 2010; Muheim, et al., 2002)

and there are theoretical indications that birds see the magnetic field superimposed on

the retina(Ritz, et al., 2000).

Box 1. Compasses
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Calibration of the compasses 

Since the relationships between compass cues are expected to differ along the migratory 
route (e.g., changing magnetic declination, the angular difference between the magnetic 
and geographic north pole), and because the availability of compass cues differs due to 
weather conditions, time of day, season and location during migration, birds have to 
regularly calibrate the different compasses with respect to a common reference 
(Muheim, et al., 2006a). It is poorly understood how this works in detail, and 
contradictory results from experimental data are confusing. Possibly, birds use 
whichever cue is best for each particular situation, and the hierarchy of the compasses 
is not stable. It has previously been suggested that the contradictory results can be 
explained by differences in cue availability during the exposure (Muheim, et al., 2006a), 
with access to the vertically aligned e-vector of polarized light near the horizon being 
the crucial cue necessary for calibration. This is supported by observations of free-flying 
Catharus thruses that recalibrated their magnetic compass daily from celestial cues when 
tracked by radio telemetry in North America (Cochran et al., 2004). Similarly, 
savannah sparrows, Passerculus sandwichensis, and white crowned sparrows, Zonotrichia 
albicollis, recalibrated their magnetic compass by polarized light near the horizon at 
sunrise and sunset (Muheim, et al., 2006b; 2009).  

 

Garden warbler during exposure to a shifted magnetic field at sunset 
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However, studies performed in Australia and Europe found no recalibration of the 
magnetic compass after similar exposures, and the results of these studies instead 
indicate that magnetic cues are the primary calibration reference (Wiltschko, et al., 
2008; Gaggini, et al., 2010; Chernetsov, et al., 2011; Schmaljohann, et al., 2013; 
Åkesson et al., 2014). Song thrushes released with radio transmitters after exposure to 
a shifted magnetic field, with a full view of the surroundings, were observed to continue 
in the migratory direction without calibration of the compasses (Chernetsov et al., 
2011).  

Interestingly, a recent study indicates that an unchanged or calibrated star compass 
could be the reason for these contradictory results between studies performed at 
different continents (Giunchi et al., 2014). Pied flycatchers, Ficedula hypoleuca, were 
observed to alter their orientation in cage experiments after cue-conflict exposure to a 
90 deg shifted polarization pattern during sunset. However, after being released and 
tracked with radiotelemetry, the flycatchers showed no response and oriented in the 
seasonally expected migratory direction. The authors explained these seemingly 
conflicting results by suggesting an unchanged star compass during the exposure (the 
stars were not visible until after the exposure) that the birds relied on after release. This 
is supported by our data (paper III) on garden warblers. After exposure to a 90 deg 
shifted magnetic field during sunset, the birds did not shift their direction when 
released with radio transmitters (which is also in agreement with previous studies from 
Europe and Australia suggesting magnetic cues as primary reference cue for calibration 
of the celestial compasses; fig. 5). The vanishing bearings did not differ between control 
birds or birds that had been exposed to a 90 deg shifted magnetic field with full view 
of the setting sun. None of the groups differed from the vanishing bearings that we 
observed in garden warblers released with radio transmitters immediately after ringing. 
Our birds had no access to stars during the exposure, but were released 1.5 hrs after 
sunset when stars were visible. From our data it is impossible to determine, whether the 
birds recalibrated the celestial and/or the magnetic compass during the exposure, but 
ignored those cues when they had access to stars, or if all compasses were unchanged. 

To further understand the seemingly contradictory results from the different 
continents, we reexamined all existing cue-calibration studies, in the light of the new 
suggestion about the star compass (Giunchi et al., 2014). After evaluating all studies, 
and taking into account if the birds had access to stars during the cue-conflict exposure, 
we propose (paper III) the following hierarchy between the compasses:  

1. Birds recalibrate their magnetic compass from celestial cues if they have access to 
the vertically aligned e-vectors near the horizon.  

2. Birds recalibrate the celestial cues from magnetic cues if they are exposed to a cue 
conflict and do not have access to the polarized light near the horizon. 

3. Birds recalibrate their star compass from the newly calibrated magnetic compass if 
they have access to the polarized light near the horizon and the exposure last until 
the stars appear.  
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4. Birds do not seem to recalibrate the star compass from the magnetic compass if the 
cue conflict is created by a shifted polarized light pattern (possibly since the stellar 
and magnetic reference systems remain in the same relationship to each other, even 
though the magnetic compass has been recalibrated from the polarized light 
pattern). After release they simply rely on their unchanged star compass. 

In order to further understand the hierarchy of the compasses and how birds calibrate 
their compasses during migration, more studies are needed that strictly control all cues, 
including the stars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. (a-c) Initial orientation of the first 10 min after release from the lighthouse receiver station for 
garden warblers (a) released immediately after tagging during daytime, (b,c) released at night after cue 
conflict exposure under (b) the control condition and (c) the experimental condition. (d-f) Vanishing 
bearings of garden warblers (d) released immediately after tagging during daytime, (e) control and (f) 
experimental group. If the birds would have recalibrated their magnetic compass, and used it after release, 
we would expect a -90 deg shift in orientation in the experimental birds. See paper III for further details. 
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Flights with different goals 

Birds use their compass senses to find the direction towards their goal. However, during 
migration a bird will not always continue in the main migratory direction after a 
stopover, and the direction towards the goal for each particular flight could change. 
The cause of movements in directions other than the migratory direction during 
migration can be either adaptive responses of lean individuals searching for better 
feeding habitat, or non-adaptive reasons, like e.g. orientation errors (Komenda-
Zehnder et al., 2002) or strong winds that drift the birds off course. 

Reverse movements 

It is frequently observed that birds fly in directions opposite to their expected migratory 
direction, especially in front of barriers and in coastal regions (Alerstam, 1978; Åkesson, 
et al., 1996b; Åkesson, 1999). In Falsterbo 47% of the vanishing bearings of radio 
tracked birds were directed towards the north and 43% of short-term ringing recoveries 
were found north of the peninsula during autumn migration (paper IV, fig. 6). 21% of 
the track directions from the radar sample of overflying birds at Falsterbo during 
autumn were northbound, which is higher, but still congruent with previous studies 
reporting the proportion of reverse migration (Bruderer & Liechti, 1998: 12%; 
Zehnder & Åkesson, 2002: 14.1% and 10.1%). We found no indication that daily 
variation in competition and predation risk affected the probability of reverse 
movements (the only significant effect was in the opposite direction from the expected). 
However, it cannot be excluded that the generally high level of competition and 
predation at coastal sites, such as Falsterbo, increases the proportions of reverse 
movements.  

Departures on local scale flights are frequently observed during daytime or scattered 
throughout the entire night (Newton, 2008; Mills et al., 2011). In contrast, departures 
in the expected migratory direction are most commonly observed during the sunset 
period (Åkesson et al., 1996a, 2002; Mills et al., 2011; Smolinsky et al., 2013). Hence, 
the tendency to depart and continue on forward migration might also change during 
the night, especially when the birds are facing a barrier (Zehnder et al. 2002; 
Schmaljohann and Naef-Daenzer 2011). The overflying migrants tracked by radar at 
Falsterbo performed northerly directed flights more often after midnight. However, we 
did not observe more reverse departures of radio tagged birds late during the night 
(paper IV), and true migratory departures in appropriate directions are known to take 
place during the entire night (see above).  

Different species may also be more or less susceptible to making reverse movements 
because of their species-specific strategies, such as migration distance. Short-distance  
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Figure 6. Departure directions from (a) radiotelemetry, (b) direction between capture site and ring recovery 
site and (c) track directions from radar tracked birds at Falsterbo peninsula. Reverse migrants in light grey 
and forward migrants in black. See paper IV for further details. 

migrants are expected to be more likely to perform reverse movements, since they may 
be less constrained in time (Åkesson et al., 1996b; Nilsson, et al., 2014).  

We found radio-tracked robins to reverse their departures from Falsterbo more often 
than long-distance migratory garden and willow warblers (paper IV). However, the 
medium-distance migratory song thrushes were the least likely to depart in directions 
opposite to their expected migratory directions. 

Fuel stores and age 
The most likely cause of reverse movements during migration may be that lean birds 
return to previously passed stopover sites with better feeding opportunities. Predictably, 
fuel load seems to be the intrinsic factor that most often characterizes reverse flying 
migrants (e.g.; Lindström & Alerstam, 1986; Åkesson et al., 1996b; Sandberg & 
Moore, 1996; Deutschlander & Muheim, 2009; Schmaljohann & Naef-Daenzer, 
2011; Smolinsky et al., 2013; Stach et al., 2015). Supporting previous studies, we found 
in short-term ringing recoveries that lean birds reversed their orientation at Falsterbo 
to a higher degree than individuals with larger fuel stores (paper IV). Furthermore, we 
observed more juvenile birds moving in directions opposite to the expected migratory 
direction, in agreement with previous findings (Lindström and Alerstam, 1986). The 
reason for age-related differences in directions is unclear. However, juveniles have been 
shown to be less efficient foragers than adults (see above), which may oblige them to 
search for alternative stopover sites when competition is high. In addition, since they 
lack experience, they may hesitate to cross the Baltic Sea. Orientation errors may be 
more likely to occur among juveniles, which could cause movements in directions other 
than the expected ones. Juveniles have earlier been shown to be more scattered in their 
orientation (Moore, 1984). 

(a) ringing recoveries (c) radar(b) radiotelemetry

gN gN gN
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Weather 
Prevailing wind conditions may significantly impair or assist migratory flights 
(Pennycuick, 2008). Hence, it is not surprising that winds have been observed to affect 
not only the probability of departures on migratory flights (see above) and the timing 
of the departures (see above), but also departure and travel directions (e.g. Åkesson & 
Hedenström, 2000; Schmaljohann & Naef-Daenzer, 2011; Covino, et al., 2014; 
Sjöberg et al., 2015). However, several previous studies have failed to find an effect of 
winds on the proportion of reverse migration (Bruderer and Liechti, 1998; Komenda-
Zehnder et al., 2002; Smolinsky et al., 2013). We observed (paper IV) an effect of 
winds on the flight directions of migrants while aloft (radar tracking), but not on radio 
tracked birds departing from Falsterbo. Reverse movements were found to be more 
common among the birds aloft when strong winds were blowing opposite to the 
expected migratory direction.  

In addition, northward movements during autumn migration were also more frequent 
on nights with more cloud cover. However, the cause for this behavioral change under 
overcast situations could potentially be both because of unfavourable orientation 
conditions causing difficulties to maintain a constant heading and/or because of low 
migratory motivation when flight conditions are not ideal. Accordingly, birds are 
known to prefer to initiate migratory flights under clear conditions (see above). 
Orientation accuracy might be dependent on cloud cover, and improve with increased 
access to celestial cues (e.g. Åkesson et al., 2001). White-throated sparrows tracked by 
radar, for example, have been observed to adapt a ‘zig-zag’ shaped flight pattern under 
overcast conditions (Emlen and Demong, 1978). 

Route choice in front of a barrier 

Passerine migrants use a variety of strategies when facing a barrier, indicating that the 
decisions made before flying across barriers play an essential role in the birds’ migratory 
strategies. Straight barrier crossings and longer detours are regularly observed (e.g. 
Alerstam, 2001; Stutchbury et al., 2009; Åkesson, et al., 2012), as well as reverse 
movements (Alerstam, 1978; Åkesson et al., 1996b; Woodworth et al., 2014) and 
postponement of departure for more favorable weather conditions (Åkesson & 
Hedenström, 2000). The crossing of the Baltic Sea on southward migration from 
Falsterbo (a flight of about 23-80 km over open water) should not be compared with 
crossings of larger ecological barriers, such as the Saharan desert. All our birds equipped 
with radio transmitters probably had enough fuel to manage the flight across the sea. 
However, the sea crossing from Falsterbo is enough to make birds hesitate. Migrants 
have been observed to perform reverse movements more often at the peninsula than at 
an inland site (Åkesson, 1999).  

Wind conditions considerably influence the patterns and speed of bird migration 
(Alerstam, 1979; Liechti & Bruderer, 1998; Richardson, 1990), potentially causing 
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lateral drift once the birds are in the air. Hence, it was not unexpected that we found a 
significant influence of wind directions on the probability of birds to pass the offshore 
receiver station at FINO 2 after departure from Falsterbo (paper VI). Adult individuals 
and individuals with larger fuel reserves have been observed to be more likely to perform 
straight barrier crossing crossings rather than detours where the barrier crossing can be 
reduced or avoided (e.g. Sandberg, et al, 1991; Schmaljohann & Naef-Daenzer, 2011; 
Smolinsky et al., 2013). Contrary to these findings, we found only a weak trend of age 
and no effect of fat score at release, or body mass relative to size-specific fat-free body 
mass, on the probability of a departure on a flight across the open Baltic Sea (resulting 
in a passage of FINO 2).  
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Adjustments of directions  

Passerine migrants are assumed to make use of several cues when determining their 
departure direction (see above), and are expected to establish the migratory direction 
before departure from a stopover. Consequently, departure directions and vanishing 
bearings from stopover sites are often interpreted as intended travel direction, and have 
in a number of studies been demonstrated to relate to several intrinsic (age, fuel load) 
and environmental factors (wind conditions, cloud coverage; see above). However, 
while analyzing the vanishing bearings from the birds that left Falsterbo and then later 
passed the offshore receiver station at FINO 2 (paper VI), we realized that these birds 
had adjusted their headings after we lost radio contact with them at Falsterbo (fig. 7).  

In order to further understand this shift in heading, we compared vanishing bearings 
from radio-tracked birds with radar data of overflying birds in climbing and level flight 
(paper V). The differences in the concentration of directions during departure and level 
flight illustrate a clear pattern, that birds do not just determine a direction before 
departure, but in addition adjust it once at cruising altitudes.  

 

 

Figure 7. Circular distributions illustrating the pattern of directional adjustment at departure and cruising 
altitudes:  (a) vanishing bearing of radio-tracked birds; track direction of birds followed by radar during: 
(b) climbing with altitude <800m, (c) climbing with altitude >800m, and with level flights at altitudes (d) 
<300m, (e) 300-800m, and (f) >800m. Arrows indicate mean direction, r-values and 95% CI, all circular 
distributions have p (Rayleigh) <0.001. See paper IV for further details. 
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As mentioned above, wind conditions have an immense effect on bird migration 
(Richardson, 1978,1990; Alerstam, 1979; Liechti & Bruderer, 1998), and the 
travelling path of a migrant aloft is the result of the heading and speed of the individual 
and the wind speed and direction. Migratory birds have been shown to fly with 
complete wind drift, as well as with partial or full compensation for lateral drift 
(Richardson, 1990; Liechti, 2006; Chapman et al., 2011). Winds are generally weaker 
at ground level, and if favorable tailwinds are found at high altitudes, a migrant will 
gain from increasing its altitude, even though climbing is energetically costly 
(Hedenström & Alerstam, 1992). Radar studies have shown that migratory passerines 
ascend by more or less straight climbing flight (Alerstam, 1990). Birds are expected to 
trade-off forward airspeed with climbing rate (Hedenström & Alerstam, 1992; Piersma 
et al., 1997). Migratory shorebirds have been observed to fully drift at departure over 
sea, and partially or fully compensate for drift at higher altitudes and in flights over 
land (Grönroos et al., 2012). Similarly, common and arctic terns, Sterna hirundo & 
paradisea, have been observed not to compensate for lateral wind drift during climbing 
flights (Alerstam, 1985). The adjustment of headings that we observed (paper V) could 
partly, but not completely, be explained by birds not compensating for lateral drift in 
climbing flights. Presumably birds fine-tune their orientation once in the air, which 
causes the major part of the adjustment in direction. 
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Flight speed and the duration of 
flights 

Flight speed 

As covered in earlier chapters, time spent on migration does not only relate to how fast 
a bird flies in relation to the surrounding air. It also depends on the duration spent on 
stopovers (hence also fuel deposition rate), route choices, time spent flying (timing of 
nocturnal flights), and the prevailing wind conditions once the bird is in the air. How 
fast a bird can fly relative to the surrounding air (airspeed) is determined by the birds’ 
body size and its wing and body morphology, and whether it uses flapping or soaring 
flight (Pennycuick, 2008). The maximum flight speed a bird can achieve is very costly, 
and birds are not expected to fly at these speeds during long-distance movements, such 
as migration. According to migration theory, a bird should fly at slightly higher air 
speeds to optimize time, rather than energy, spent on migration (Alerstam & 
Lindström, 1990). Radar studies have shown that small passerines, similar to the small 
species investigated in this thesis, fly at approx. 10 m/s during migration, while larger 
passerines, such as song thrushes, fly at approx. 13 m/s (Bruderer & Boldt, 2001).  

Movements on different scales during migration, such as migratory flights or search for 
better feeding areas, may be driven by different factors. Thus, birds may not invest 
energy in the different behaviours to the same degree and therefore fly at different 
airspeeds for the different types of movements. Previous studies have observed reverse 
flights at lower altitudes and at lower flight speeds compared to forward movements 
(Bruderer and Liechti, 1998; Komenda-Zehnder et al., 2002). Similarly, we found 
reverse movements to be slower, although only at high altitudes (paper IV). At low 
altitudes, forward migration was instead slower, possibly as a result of higher 
proportions of climbing flights compared to birds in reverse flights flying at low 
altitudes. 
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Flight durations 

Both the actual flight speed and the straightness of the flight path will affect the 
duration of a migratory flight. Because of methodological problems with tracking, 
entire flights and flight durations of small migratory passerines are still largely 
unknown. Ground speed is determined by the airspeed of the bird and the wind vector. 
Consequently, ground speed is strongly influenced by tail or head winds (Pennycuick, 
2008). As expected, we observed that the prevailing wind was the primary factor 
affecting the flight duration between Falsterbo and the offshore receiver station at 
FINO 2, a flight covering the first 50 km after departure (paper VI). In addition to 
winds, we found effects of cloud cover and fuel store on flight duration (fig. 8). White-
throated sparrows have previously been observed to adopt less straight flight paths and 
lower airspeeds when released under totally overcast skies compared to sparrows 
released under clear skies (Emlen and Demong, 1978). Moreover, there are indications 
that increasing cloud cover impairs orientation accuracy (e.g. Sandberg et al., 1991;  
Åkesson et al., 2001). Similar to the behavioral change causing more reverse directed 
flights in overcast weather (see above), it is unclear whether the increase in flight 
duration with an increase in cloud cover is related to orientation difficulties and 
problems with maintaining a fixed heading, or whether it is related to low migratory 
motivation under unfavorable conditions.  

 

 

 

Figure 8. Observed flight time to FINO 2 was significantly correlated with (a) expected time to FINO 2 
(as calculated from the surface wind situation at departure, assuming a straight flight path), (b) fat score at 
release and (c) degree of overcast at departure. The plots show residual times (min) after taking into account 
the effects of the complementary variables. See paper VI for further details. 
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Field and experimental studies have shown that fat birds are more prone than lean birds 
to depart in the migratory direction (Deutschlander & Muheim, 2009; Sandberg & 
Moore, 1996; Schmaljohann & Naef-Daenzer, 2011; Smolinsky et al., 2013), which 
potentially could affect the straightness of a flight. Heavier birds need to fly at slightly 
higher airspeeds compared to lean individuals, and the observed decrease in duration 
of the flight between Falsterbo and FINO 2 for birds with increasing fat score (fig. 8b) 
could partly be explained by aerodynamic theory (Pennycuick, 2008; Karlsson et al. 
2012). However, we observed a reduction in flight duration relative to increased fat 
score that was too large to be explained by aerodynamics. Thus, additional behavioural 
differences between lean and fat individuals are required to explain the observed 
pattern. Lean individuals may be less risk-prone during departures over open sea, 
potentially leading to longer flight durations, if birds with larger fuel stores depart 
straight across the Baltic Sea.  

An additional reason for higher flight speeds might be that birds need to fly at slightly 
higher air speeds at higher flight altitudes where the air density is lower (Pennycuick, 
2008). Furthermore, birds have been observed to be selective for favourable winds once 
aloft (Bruderer, et al., 1995). Consequently, the reduction in duration could have been 
caused by fat birds flying at higher altitudes or/and in more favourable wind conditions.  

End of flight 

Methodological difficulties with tracking entire flights of passerine migrants are the 
explanation as to why almost no data exist on when and how birds cease their nocturnal 
flights. There are observations of nocturnal migrants not landing until the middle of 
the day, but those reports are often associated with landings at stopover sites after flights 
over open water or deserts where flight times might be extended to cross the barrier 
(Schmaljohann et al., 2007). It has been assumed that passerine migrants initiate 
nocturnal flights approx. 1-4 hrs after sunset (see above) and complete them in the 
middle of the night (Moore, 1987), unless they are crossing a barrier or encounter a 
front of bad weather. However, with the new insights that migrants initiate migratory 
flights throughout the entire night, there is reason to question this assumption, and 
there are indications that nocturnal flights often continue until morning twilight 
(Chernetsov 2012). The pattern of birds adjusting their departure time relative to night 
duration (paper II) and advancing departures when taking off on longer flights (paper 
VI, see above) indicates that birds prefer to land in a certain time window. Possibly, 
they prefer to land during dawn to be able to use visual cues to find suitable stopover 
habitats. New technology that facilitates tracking of entire flights even in small 
passerines will shed further light on how and when migrants terminate nocturnal 
flights. 
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Conclusions 

Behavioural responses concerning how and when to depart from stopover sites will 
affect how successful the overall migration will be (e.g. Newton, 2006). The purpose 
of this work was to understand the effects of intrinsic (age and body condition) and 
environmental (weather) factors on the behaviour that guides birds as they depart from 
a migratory stopover. The work included investigations of the pattern of stopover 
duration at Falsterbo (paper I), the factors that determine how nocturnal migrants time 
their departures within the night (paper II), how birds calibrate their different 
compasses against each other in order to get consistent directions (paper III), the factors 
that make birds reverse their migration or perform detours around a barrier (paper IV 
& VI), how birds adjust their travelling directions after take-off (paper V), and the 
factors that affect the duration of migratory flights (paper VI).  

These studies clearly illustrate the effects of intrinsic factors on the different behaviours. 
Birds with high fuel loads not only stayed for shorter durations in Falsterbo, they also 
departed earlier during the nights, indicating that they were prepared for longer flights 
compared to lean individuals. Furthermore, individuals with large fuel stores moved in 
the expected migratory direction to a larger extent than lean birds. Interestingly, fuel 
stores affected the flight duration during the first 50 km after departure from Falsterbo, 
with fat birds using less time for this flight step. To our knowledge, this was the first 
time fuel stores have been shown to affect flight duration in migratory passerines. All 
together, these results underline the increase in migratory urge that seems to 
characterize birds with high fuel stores; probably as a result of the increase in potential 
flight range. Several age-related differences have previously been observed regarding 
different stopover behaviours but contrary to earlier findings, we did not observe 
differences in stopover duration between inexperienced and experienced individuals at 
Falsterbo. However, we observed higher proportions of juveniles reversing their 
directions, perhaps as a result of juveniles hesitating more to cross the Baltic Sea, or 
because they had problems coping with the high rates of competition for food that are 
expected at coastal stopover sites such as Falsterbo.  

As expected, we found large effects of prevailing weather conditions on the departure 
behaviours of birds leaving Falsterbo after a stopover. Rain and overcast weather 
decreased the probability of departures from Falsterbo, resulting in prolonged stopover 
durations. In addition, the proportion of flights in directions opposite to the expected 
migratory direction increased during nights with overcast weather. Increased cloudiness 
further caused an increase in flight duration between Falsterbo and the offshore receiver 
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station, possibly as a result of orientation issues or problems to keep a straight heading 
when visibility decreases. Wind direction and wind speed may considerably impair 
migratory flights (Pennycuick, 2008), and prevailing wind conditions are known to 
have great effects on bird migration. Hence, it is not surprising that birds were observed 
to prolong stopovers and not depart during days with strong winds. Furthermore, birds 
alter their timing of departure within the night and delay departures when there are 
strong or opposite winds during the sunset period. Additionally, more birds performed 
reverse movements during nights with winds opposite to the expected migratory 
direction. Lateral drift caused by winds, once the birds are in the air, further affects 
route choice and the ground speed is to a large extent determined by assistance or 
hindrance by tail or head winds.   

The results indicate that the timing of nocturnal flights is determined by ecological 
factors, related to e.g.  night duration and migratory seasons. The birds that departed 
on flights across the Baltic Sea, and passed the offshore receiver at FINO 2, departed 
more concentrated in time just after sunset, indicating earlier departures for longer 
flights. This result is in line with the finding that birds with larger fuel stores depart 
earlier than birds with lean fuel stores (see above). Surprisingly, the vanishing bearings 
from Falsterbo did not affect the probability of a flight passing FINO 2. However, this 
is explained by the finding that birds adjust their traveling directions also after take-off.  

We also found that garden warblers did not change their departure directions after 
exposure to a cue-conflict between celestial and magnetic cues during sunset. From our 
experiments it is not possible to say whether these birds instead relied on the unchanged 
star compass to determine their migratory direction after release, or whether the garden 
warblers used magnetic cues as the primary reference cue and not the celestial cues as 
has been suggested earlier (Muheim, et al., 2006a). 

Our results further support previous findings of higher overall speed during spring 
migration (Nilsson et al., 2013) and behavioral differences between species related to 
differences in migratory strategy (migratory distance; e.g. Ellegren, 1993; Nilsson et al., 
2014).  

In the future, longer tracks of departing small passerines, with better resolution, will 
hopefully shed further light on the behaviours that guide birds along their migratory 
route. Individual timing between different sites and seasons will give more information 
on how the birds make their way towards the breeding or wintering grounds thousands 
of kilometers away. Furthermore, information on how birds choose when and where to 
terminate flights is important, not only to fully understand the migratory performance 
of birds, but also to understand which stopover sites are important from a conservation 
perspective. 
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Rastbeteenden hos flyttande 
småfåglar 

Miljontals fåglar lämnar Sverige varje höst för att övervintra på sydligare breddgrader 
och återvänder nästkommande vår för att föda upp sina ungar på de enorma mängder 
insekter som finns här tack vare det tempererade klimatet. Småfåglar genomför sin flytt 
etappvis genom att flyga ett antal dagar eller nätter i sträck, beroende på om fågeln är 
en dag- eller nattsträckare, och därefter rasta ett antal dygn för att vila och bygga upp 
nya nivåer av fett vilket används som energi under flytten. Detta resulterar i att fåglarna, 
under sin flytt, spenderar mer tid och energi på rastplatser än vad de spenderar på aktiv 
flygning. Flera studier har visat att beteenden som fåglar visar under rastningen, ofta 
relaterade till hur de lämnar rastplatsen, påverkar hur framgångsrik flytten är överlag. 
Detta påverkar i förlängningen även fågelns tidsschema under året, hur framgångsrik 
nästkommande häckning blir och det kan i värsta fall utgöra skillnaden mellan liv och 
död. Det är känt att flyttningsbeteenden hos småfåglar till stor del är medfödda, t.ex. 
är riktning och längd på flytten förprogrammerad hos ungfåglar som flyger ensamma 
under sin första höstflytt. Men man vet också att dessa beteenden påverkas i en stor 
utsträckning av fågelns egna erfarenheter och fågelns kondition, samt miljömässiga 
faktorer som rådande väderläge. 

Falsterbohalvön i sydvästligaste Skåne är troligen den plats i Skandinavien där det bildas 
störst koncentrationer av fåglar som rastar eller passerar förbi på sin väg söderut under 
hösten. Eftersom de i möjligaste mån undviker att flyga över vatten leds fåglarna mot 
den sista udden av land som sträcker sig ut mot sydväst i Östersjön. Alla mina studier 
som är inkluderade i den här avhandlingen har jag utfört i Falsterbo med hjälp av ett 
automatiskt radiotelemetrisystem som vi har monterat upp på flera olika platser på 
halvön. Genom att fästa en liten radiosändare (0,3 – 0,6 g) på olika småfåglars 
ryggfjädrar har vi med hjälp av radiotelemetrisystemet kunnat följa med dessa fåglar 
under tiden de rastat i Falsterbo, för att se hur just dessa individer har betett sig när det 
varit dags för avfärd. På så vis har jag studerat hur beteenden på rastplatsen påverkas av 
miljömässiga fakorer, samt hur individernas kondition och ålder reflekteras i de 
beteenden de visar. Jag har studerat några av våra vanligaste småfåglar som flyttar via 
Falsterbo. Blåmesar flyttar bara kortare sträckor då de flyttar, samt flyger endast på 
dagen och i flock. Rödhakar och taltrastar lämnar Sverige under höstarna för att 
övervintra i sydvästra Europa, flyger bara under nätterna och genomför sin flyttning 
själva, utan hjälp av andra individer. Så flyger även lövsångarna och trädgårdssångarna, 
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men de flyger mycket längre och övervintrar i tropiska Afrika söder om Sahelregionen. 
Jag har valt att studera olika arter med olika strategier under flytten eftersom dessa 
strategier, framförallt hur långt de ska flyga, påverkar fågelns tidsschema över året och 
medför att de har olika förutsättningar under flytten.  

Man vet inte säkert varför många arter av småfåglar, som annars bara är aktiva på dagen, 
under flyttsäsongen plötsligt blir nattaktiva och genomför merparten av sina flygningar 
under nätterna. Flera orsaker har diskuterats och det kan vara fördelaktigt för fåglarna 
att flytta på natten av flera olika anledningar. Genom att flygningarna sker under natten 
lämnas större delan av dagen fri till att söka föda och lagra på sig mer energi inför den 
nästkommande flygningen. Det är också färre predatorer som flyger på natten och det 
blåser generellt mindre under nätterna. Därför innebär nattliga flygningar att fåglarna 
reducerar sin tids- och energiförbrukning, samt att predationsrisken minskas. Tidigare 
har man trott att alla fåglar som flyger under natten ger sig av i ett ganska smalt 
tidsfönster 1-4 h efter solnedgången. Med utvecklingen av nya metoder att följa fritt 
flygande fåglar har man dock insett att det inte stämmer och att fåglar kan ge sig av 
under hela natten. Tidigare har det också spekulerats kring att fåglarna väntar med att 
ge sig av tills de har samlat in all orienteringsinformation de behöver. Flytten skulle då 
ske i relation till en viss solvinkel när fågeln har fått se solnedgången, dels för att avgöra 
solens position och dels för att förnimma det mönster av polariserat ljus som bildas på 
himlen när solen går ner, när fågeln har haft en chans att uppdatera sin information 
från jordens magnetfält, samt när den har kunnat se de första framträdande stjärnorna. 
Vi ser hos våra fåglar som vi följde med radiotelemetri i Falsterbo att det inte stämmer. 
De ger sig inte av i förhållande till en särskild solvinkel och det verkar som att det istället 
är ekologiska faktorer, t.ex. nattens längd eller ifall det handlar om höst- eller vårflytt, 
som styr när fåglarna ger sig av. Olika arter ger sig av vid olika tider och olika individer 
av samma art uppvisar dessutom annorlunda beteenden vid höst- respektive vårflytt. 
De är starkt styrda av nattens längd och ger sig av tidigare desto kortare natten är, vilket 
gör att tidpunkten relativt till solnedgången skiljer sig mycket åt mellan vår- och 
höstflytten eftersom nätterna är kortare på våren. Att fåglarna reglerar sin 
avflyttningstid från en rastplats beroende på säsong, vädermässiga förhållanden och hur 
lång flygning de har framför sig indikerar att de helst vill landa på nästa rastplats vid en 
särskild tid. Kanske vill de helst landa i gryningen när de har lättare att använda synen 
för att hitta ett bra habitat som ger skydd och har bra förutsättningar för födosök. 

Till sin hjälp för att hitta under flytten har fåglarna ett antal system, eller kompasser. 
De lär sig stjärnhimlens rotation under sin tid i boet och kan sedan använda 
mittpunkten för rotationen för att ta ut riktningar relativt till nord (på norra 
halvklotet). Genom att ställa solens position i förhållande till sin egna inre klocka kan 
de även ta ut riktningar relativt till solens rörelse från öst till väst under dagen. Det har 
också visat sig att fåglar utnyttjar mönstret av polariserat solljus på himlen som är mest 
framträdande under solens upp- och nedgång, men det är oklart ifall fåglarna använder 
mönstret för att förutse var solen befinner sig eller ifall det är ett fristående system. 
Utöver information från himlen kan fåglar utnyttja jordens magnetfält för att ta ut 
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riktningar mot eller från den magnetiska ekvatorn eller de magnetiska polerna. Äldre 
fåglar som redan har genomfört en flytt kan också använda landmärken och har visats 
vara extremt skickliga på att hitta tillbaka till platser de tidigare har passerat. 
Information till de olika kompasserna är inte tillgänglig hela tiden under fågelns färd, 
solen och stjärnorna kan till exempel vara dolda bakom ett tjockt molntäcke, och 
fåglarna måste regelbundet under flytten stämma av de olika systemen mot varandra så 
att alla olika komponenter är pålitliga i alla situationer som kan uppstå. Studier i 
Nordamerika har visat att fåglar stämmer av magnetkompassen mot mönstret av 
polariserat ljus som finns på himlen under solnedgång och soluppgång. Där ändrar 
fåglarna nämligen riktning i tester där de under solnedgången utsätts för ett 
polarisationsmönster som är manipulerat samtidigt som magnetfältet är naturligt. I 
motsats till detta visar studier i Europa och Australien på att det är magnetkompassen 
som är den primära referensen och här ändrar fåglarna inte sina riktningar om de 
experimentellt utsätts för samma motsägande information. Detta gäller även för de 
trädgårdssångare vi har studerat vid liknande experiment i Falsterbo. Dessa fortsatte sin 
flytt till synes utan att reagera på att informationen de sett under solnedgången inte 
stämde överens. Vi kan inte, utifrån dessa försök, säga hur fåglarna egentligen har 
reagerat. Det kan hända att den magnetiska informationen är den viktigaste och 
fåglarna följer den efter att de har släppts fria. De kan också ha stämt av 
magnetkompassen mot mönstret av polariserat ljus under solnedgången men efter att 
de släppts fria följt sin stjärnkompass som inte påverkats under experimentet. Eftersom 
det inte finns någon klar anledning till att fåglar beter sig annorlunda i Nordamerika 
än i Europa så fortsätter man med den här typen av studier och det behövs fler studier 
för att klarlägga hur avstämningen av kompasserna egentligen sker. 

Fåglar använder dessa kompasser för att bestämma vilken riktning det är de ska flyga i 
under flytten. Man vet att riktningen som fåglar lämnar en rastplats i relaterar till flera 
olika faktorer (t.ex. skiljer den sig mellan magra och feta individer av samma art) och 
man har förväntat sig att att den riktning de lämnar rastplatsen i överensstämmer med 
den riktning de sedan flyger i under resten av natten. Genom att jämföra 
avflyttningsriktningar hos radiosändarförsedda individer med de riktningar som andra 
överflygande fåglar har över Falsterbo, samt genom att jämföra flygriktningar mellan 
fåglar som stiger och fåglar som flyger plant så insåg vi att detta inte stämmer helt. Det 
är först efter att de har nått den altitud som de sedan ska flyga på under flytten som de 
ställer in riktningen mer precist. Detta kan till viss del bero på att fåglarna har svårt att 
kompensera för sin vindavdrift medan de stiger, men framförallt torde det bero på att 
de uppdaterar sin riktning när de väl har kommit upp och iväg. 

Vi har observerat tydliga skillnader i beteende mellan feta och magra fåglar i Falsterbo, 
vilket är förväntat eftersom fåglarna i första hand förbrukar fett som energi under sin 
flytt och de som redan har en energidepå har större valmöjligheter när det gäller att 
flytta vidare eller stanna. Feta fåglar rastar inte bara kortare tid totalt i Falsterbo, de 
inleder också nästa flygetapp tidigare under natten, vilket skulle kunna indikera att de 
ger sig ut på en längre flygning än de magrare individer som ger sig av senare. Magra 
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fåglar är också mer benägna att avbryta sin flytt och vända tillbaka mot inlandet än vad 
feta fåglar är, möjligen i jakt på rastplatser med bättre födotillgång än Falsterbo. Vad 
som överraskade oss mest, vad gäller feta och magra fåglar, var att ju fetare fågeln var 
desto snabbare flög den de första 50 km av etappen efter Falsterbo. Vi vet inte varför 
de gjorde det, men en anledning skulle kunna vara att magra fåglar tvekar mer när de 
flyger ut över öppet hav, och därför inte flyger lika rakt som feta fåglar.  

Likadant som vi förväntar oss skillnader mellan feta och magra fåglar, förväntar vi oss 
skillnader mellan gamla och unga fåglar. Unga fåglar har bara sina medfödda beteenden 
och instinkter att lita på, medan äldre fåglar också har samlat in erfarenheter under sina 
tidigare flyttar. Flera tidigare studier har observerat att unga fåglar generellt gör längre 
stopp på rastplatser. Vi ser inte det mönstret i Falsterbo, men däremot så är unga fåglar 
här mer benägna att vända tillbaka mot inlandet än vad de gamla fåglarna är. Detta kan 
vara orsakat av att de blir mer avskräckta av mötet med havet än vad äldre, mer erfarna 
individer blir. Det kan också bero på att de är sämre på att hantera den hårda 
konkurrens om föda och skyddade platser att vila på som råder på en rastplats med så 
mycket fåglar som Falsterbo, och därför tvingas vända tillbaka till redan passerade 
rastplatser.  

Att möta dåligt väder under en flygning kan innebära döden för en landlevande 
småfågel som väger runt 15 g och kanske råkar befinna sig ute över öppet hav. Kraftiga 
vindar kan också blåsa fåglarna ur kurs och tvinga dem till långa omvägar under 
flygningen. Det har visats att fåglar noggrannt väljer vilket väder de flyger i vid avflytt, 
och att de dessutom kan känna av vindarna på olika höjder i lufthavet och tack vare det 
kan välja att flyga på den höjd som har bäst förutsättningar för just deras resa. I 
Falsterbo sköt fåglarna upp flytten om det regnade eller var mulet väder. Om detta 
beror på att de undviker att riskera att hamna i vädersituationer de inte kan hantera 
(nederböd, dimma osv.) eller ifall de stannar p.g.a. att deras kompasser inte fungerar 
tillfredsställande när himlen är molntäckt går inte att säga. Men fåglarna flög oftare 
tillbaka mot inlandet, samt flög generellt de första 50 km av etappen efter Falsterbo 
långsammare, när det var mer molnigt. Eftersom starka vindar kan ha fatala effekter på 
flygande fåglar så var det också väntat att fåglarna skulle tveka att lämna Falsterbo när 
det rådde stark blåst. Mycket riktigt visade det sig att fåglarna vi följde stannade kvar 
längre när det var starka vindar. De fåglar som ändå gav sig iväg under nätter då det 
blåst kraftigt vid solnedgången lämnade dessutom Falsterbo senare under natten än vad 
som hade förväntats vid bättre förhållanden. Detta kan vara fördelaktigt av åtminstone 
två skäl, dels kan vädret ha förändrats efter solnedgången varvid flygförutsättningarna 
blivit bättre, dels så innebär den senarelagda starten vid sämre förhållanden att 
flyttetappen förkortas, vilket minskar riskerna. Fåglar drivs lätt ur kurs av vinden och 
vindens riktning och styrka påverkar både vilken väg fåglarna flyger samt deras 
benägenhet att tillfälligt avbryta flytten och flyga tillbaka mot inlandet. Vinden är också 
den faktor som har störst påverkan på hur fort en flygning går då flyghastigheterna ökar 
i medvind. Vi observerade, med hjälp av radiotelemetrisystemet, att tiden det tog för 
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fåglarna att flyga de första 50 km efter Falsterbo påverkades kraftigt av vindriktning och 
vindstyrka. 

Eftersom beteenden som småfåglar visar på rastplatser har visats ha så stor effekt på hur 
lyckad fågelns flytt är totalt sett så är det viktigt att vi förstår dessa beteenden. Hur och 
när fåglar väljer att avbryta sin flytt vet vi ännu ingenting om, men beteenden som dessa 
är viktiga för att veta hur fåglar väljer sina rastplatser och därigenom också viktiga för 
att kunna bevara de områden som fåglarna utnyttjar under sin flytt. Fler studier som 
visar exakt hur fågelindivider disponerar tiden under hela sin flytt kommer att bli 
möjliga med utveckling av ny teknik. Då kommer vi också att få en djupare förståelse 
för de beteenden som guidar fåglarna längs deras flyttning, hur de påverkas av sin miljö 
och hur fågelns egen kondition påverkar. 
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Tack 

Innehållet i den här avhandlingen är ett resultat av samarbete, och till alla er som varit 
inblandade vill jag uttrycka ett stort TACK! Några personer har dock spelat en större 
roll: 

Först av allt så vill jag rikta ett stort tack till mina handledare, Rachel och Thomas, utan 
er hade det inte blivit mycket av den här boken. Tack Rachel, för att du alltid tar dig 
tid att svara på mina mer eller mindre relevanta frågor, även när det råkar vara mitt i 
natten under en fältsäsong. För att jag alltid har fått göra vad jag vill, även fast det 
innebar att jag spenderade ett oändligt antal fältsäsonger att göra orienteringsförsök 
utan att det gav något resultat. Tack Thomas, jag har utvecklats så otroligt mycket av 
att jobba med dig. Ditt engagemang och intresse för fåglar smittar av sig. Mailet om att 
mitt aloftmanus var särdeles snärtigt kommer jag nog att spara för alltid. 

Cecilia, allra bästa kollega och vän. I ditt tack skrev du att vi gjort allting tillsammans, 
vilket på många sätt är sant. Men allt blev ju också mycket lättare för mig för att du 
gjorde allt lite lite före mig. Det är också så fint att du har lärt mig att beiget också är 
en färg. 

Arne och Johan, utan er hade jag varken haft ett fungerande radiotelemetrisystem eller 
kunnat hantera allt data som jag får ut från det. Ett stort tack för att ni alltid ställer upp 
även om i egentligen inte har tid.  

Ett särskilt stort tack till alla i Falsterbo, Lennart, Karin, Sophie, inte bara för all hjälp 
under mina fältsäsonger utan ockå för att ni redan när jag kom till er lät mig bli en i 
gänget och lärde mig så otroligt mycket. A special thanks also to Christian, Stephen 
and Arvid for assistance and for attaching all those transmitters when I needed to be 
elsewhere. Ett stort tack också till alla fantastiska personer som har förgyllt mina år i 
Falsterbo, framförallt Aron A, André, Carro, Janne, David och Maria O (okej du 
kanske inte är så förknippad med Falsterbo men du är fantastisk och har förgyllt dessa 
år). 

Jocke, tack för att du har varit en så eminent examinator och har supportat även under 
perioder när ingenting gick som det skulle. Tack också för att det är så trevligt med en 
så trevlig prick som du.  

Anne alltså du är ju så bra. Och fixar allt som behöver fixas. Och har det bästa skrattet. 
Du är antagligen den som jag har saknat mest sedan jag bytte hus. 
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Martin, bästa kamrat, tack för bra diskussioner och fint sällskap. Framför allt ett stort 
tack för att du förstår värdet av att säga vad man verkligen tycker.    

Susanne, jag har mycket uppskattat att jobba med dig i radiotelemetriprojektet. Tack 
för att du har tagit dig tid och alltid varit intresserad av vad jag håller på med. 

Thank you so much to everyone in CanMove, for all the nice events and activities. A 
special thank to Tom, for taking time and helping me to correct my sometimes not 
very correct English, to Arne H for an interesting collaboration in the radiotelemetry 
project and Jannie for just being very nice. Ett stort tack till Helena O för att din dörr 
alltid stått öppen när jag har behövt vräka ur mig saker, stort som smått.  

Ett stort tack till alla doktorandkollegor på gamla zooekologen, Yannis, Johanna, 
Annelie, Sandra, Kristin, Maja, Andreas och Johan N (jaja, du hade slutat när jag 
började, men ändå). Allt blir så mycket roligare när man har trevligt folk runt omkring 
sig.  

Thanks to everyone in the vision group, for making every day more fun and for having 
splendid parties. A special thank to Basil and Gavin for being the best roommates and 
for always trying to answer my apparently never logical questions. Thanks Olle, Anna, 
Peter, Mindaugas, Therese and Nellie for interesting discussions, support and great 
company. Thanks Almut and Marie for support and encouraging words during the last 
months.  

Ett stort tack till alla som deltar i 10-kaffet, framförallt Carina, Eva och Ola, varje dags 
höjd punk. Eric H och Anders L, jag uppskattar så otroligt mycket all den kunskap 
som ni så gärna delar med er av. 

Ett stort tack till Johan L för all inspiration under studietiden i Stockholm, det är enbart 
din förtjänst att jag började jobba med fåglar överhuvudtaget. Tack också till Anna F, 
Martin O, Tove P, Emilia W och Johanna P för fyra fantastiska studieår i Stockholm. 
Vi var så otroligt duktiga hela tiden. 

Tack Björn och Carro, Ludde och Lovisa för allt trevligt häng och ett eminent 
extrahem nere i Skanör. Och för att jag tycker att det är fantastiskt att Tage har de allra 
bästa låtsaskusinerna. 

Emma och Tove, mina bästa vänner och allraste bästa systrar. Tack för att ni alltid 
ställer upp och supportar. Ett särskilt tack till Emma för fantastiska illustrationer till 
den här avhandlingen, du är så himla duktig, och ett stort tack till Tove för 
korrekturläsning och hjälp med figurer.  

Tack Mamma och Pappa för att ni alltid är intresserade och engagerade i allt jag tar 
mig för. Det betyder så otroligt mycket att veta att ni alltid ställer upp.  

Tage, att säga att du har hjälpt till är inte bara en mild överdrift. Men du har i alla fall 
sett till att jag har tagit mig tid att göra andra saker än att jobba de senaste månaderna, 
tror att det har behövts. Plus att du är det absolut finaste jag vet. 
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Kaj, du är antagligen den som har lärt mig mest om fåglar. Det är inte alla som har haft 
lyckan att under sin doktorandtid att inte bara ha någon som står vid ens sida och 
muntrar upp när allt är skit, utan som även praktiskt hjälper till med arbetet. Du har 
både fångat fåglar som jag har behövt vid ett visst tillfälle, städat fågelburar och matat 
rödhakar när jag inte fått tiden att gå ihop och korrläst det mesta av det jag har skrivit. 

All Kärlek. 

 

Sissel 

Malmö 2015-08-11 
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